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Abstract: This paper try to introduce the advantages and disadvantages of the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm that could be put in consideration for future usage through applications and future scalability depending on improvement levels of elliptical curve Digital Signature Algorithm starting from the introduction of the Elliptical Curve Cryptography that it was extracted from till showing elliptical curve Digital Signature Algorithm's security power, performance quality, memory usage rate, applications, challenges, and last improvement. To help in the future in evading some problems like forgery, worse usage of memory because of big sized keys that cause the need for high processing power that reduces the performance quality, and considering it as a level in a new algorithm to reduce the tries of attacking and hacking specific messages between specific parties, after explaining the Elliptical Curve Cryptography and how the scientists reached from the Elliptical Curve Cryptography to the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm and why they developed Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, the paper will explain its advantages and disadvantages of the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, then the paper will explain what is the differences happen in a new type of the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm called Multiple Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, trying to show what is the improvement stages was happened in the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, how that affected the nowadays applications, and how that participated in improving the security performance and increasing the security strength, there fore what was included in the paper could be used as a nucleus for more and more improving of the Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm, and evading its defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An elliptical curve is represented by the form $y^2 = p(x)$, where $p(x)$ is a mix of cubic parameters and polynomial also with different roots. elliptical curve appeared for the first time in the second century after date of birth. Neal [3], In 1985 with Victor Miller [4] independently benefited from ECC to develop public-key cryptography systems. In the late 1990s, ANSI, IEEE, ISO, NIST are examples of where ECC was standardized[5,6,7,8,9,10], then it began to receive commercial conformance. Today, it is prevailed, as it is being used in different fields such as wireless networks fields, and mobile networks fields.it is a direction that old public-key cryptography rules are gradually replaced with ECC rules. Daniel V. Bailey in Sep’2000 with Paar[11] produced mathematical infinite or prime field extensions with implementation in ECC. there many of researches that depend on the elliptical curve Digital Signature Algorithm as MECDSA that try to decrease the size of the signature and avoid secp256k1 [14], The relative to standards implicate requirements that break the least requirement for PDF signatures. With more of these requirements, signature investigation algorithms can easily be performed to thwart attacks that would otherwise go unnoticed through normal PDF or online signature investigation processes [15]; advanced electronic signatures must fulfill specific requirements that ensure their authenticity to be considered useful. The signature must identify and be unique to its signatory [16], Modifications of ECDSA [18].


II. ELLIPTICAL CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY

This section aims to survey the basic theory for ECDSA applications.

Def. An elliptical curve $E$ is the method to solve a Weierstrass form.

Eq$^1$:

$$Y^2 = X^3 + const1X + const2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Figure 1 Elliptic Curve

Point L, where the constants const1 and const2 must satisfy.

The addition rule on the equation is defined like:
P1 and P2 be two points on elliptic curve ec.
P = (x, y), the summation of P1 and P2 is defined to be the
reflection = (x, −y) of P on the X-axis.

This sum is denoted by P1 ⊕ P2, or simply by P1 + P2. Further, if P1 = (x, y), the reflected point given by
#P1 = (x, −y), or by −P1; and P2 - P1 (or P1 − P2) to be P1 ⊕ (-P2). AS, multiplication of a point by an integer the repeated
addition is represented ,
K Point = Point + Point + Point + ⋅⋅⋅ + Point.

\[ \lambda = \frac{3x^2 + A}{2y} \]  
(2)

If P1 = P2

\[ \lambda = \frac{y_2 - y_1}{x_2 - x_1} \]  
(3)

If P1 ≠ P2

\[ y_3 = \lambda_1 - x_3 - y_1 \]  
(4)

Therefore

\[ P_1 + P_2 = (x_3, y_3) \]  
(5)

III. SIGNATURES

It is a mark that leads someone to know the thing that carries that mark is owned specifically by somebody.

Like DNA, Fingerprint, Eye print, The Wet Signature, Click Wrap Signatures, Electronic Signature (E-Signature),
The Digital Signature (D.S.). Each type of them has its own definition [27]:

1. The Wet Signature: Is any corporal mark on documents produced by a human. In most times, it’s writing
your personal name on a paper, document, or contract, often with primitives on each page indicating the extent of what is
being signed.

2. Click Wrap Signatures: Which is used for most online purchases, where a simple press in a box is an acceptance of
the terms and conditions the page has referred to somewhere on the website. A user must click the box before the services
can be delivered.

3. The Electronic Signature (E-Signature): The a digital type of a wet signature, where different countries defined the
legacy and description of the usage of electronic signatures. These are the most common shape of signatures used by
Institutions globally.

4. The Digital Signature: This authentication method enables a code to be implemented as a signature. It is required
for certain specific agreements and issued through a certification agency.

So, this paper will depend on digital signature as nowadays because of scientific progress In the context of
digital transformation, and everything is turning to become digital. Most of our dealings are digital, like websites security
authentication, banking transaction, visa card usage through the internet.
A. Digital Signature

The History of Digital Signatures in 1976 and 1977

Diffie described the idea of the RSADS with Hellman where it was created and began to be used in 1989 when The first advertised software of the DS, Lotus Notes 1.0, was launched. Goldwasser, Micali is the first one defined the security conditions of DS in 1999, 2000, and 2002 with help of Rivest where PDF format adds possibility to embed digital signatures into documents electronic signature Act produces legally online signatures is founded and became the most broadly used digital signature software depending on cloud-based. In 2008 Digital signatures considered as the most secure method to get documents signed online Digital signatures contained in standardization for PDFS established by the International Institution for Standardization Resources "New Directions in Cryptography" "A Method for Implementing Digital Signatures and Public-Key Cryptosystems" by RSA in (1978).

However, it is a public-key technique.[1]

B. Digital Signature Standard

NIST published the Standard of treatment of Information FIPS 186. The DSS used the SHA and presents a new digital signature protocol, the DSA.[1]

From Cryptography techniques that use DSS the elliptical curve Cryptography and the paper will explain in the next paragraphs why the elliptical curve technique specifically.

C. Digital Signature Approach

The DSS utilizes the algorithm which developed for providing just the digital signature form. In contrast with RSA, it couldn't be used for encryption or key exchange.

IV. ELLIPTICAL CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM

The first appearance the DS idea was in seminal paper that developed by diffie with aid of hellman, “new directions in cryptography” [13], one side was wanted to publish a "public key" but saving the "secret key". in their design the message “m” side a’s signature is a value that based on the secret key of “m and a's”, as a's public key could be used for assurance the possibility of the signature of a using. So some many protocols and applications depend on the elliptical curve from that application ECDSA, the ECDSA is a type of the DSA. It was recognized in 1999 as a standard of ANSI and was recognized in 2000 as standard of IEEE and standard of NIST. It was also recognized in 1998 as an standard of ISO and is under the regard of containing other different standards of ISO. Onopposite to the normal discrete logarithm design and the integer factorization design, no algorithm with exponentially time distribution utilized for the EC discrete logarithm rule. So, the force-per-key-bit is mainly better for an design that utilizes ECs. Describing the ECDSA of ANSI X9.62 and studies related to security. The DSA was specified in a U.S.A FIPS called the DSS [29]. Its security depended on the computational int.

Although knowing one side's key that is public is enough to permit one to validate signatures of A, it does not permit one to create the signatures that sides easily. They also suggested a way of doing signatures depended on “functions of trap-door”.

To utilize ECDSA, as described in the standard of ANSI[5,6] and others, one created EC cc with limited field Ffinite whose degree is equal to a prime num times a small cofactor n, i.e.

\[ #ec(Ffinite) = n \cdot \text{num} \]

Also, a base point P \( \in \text{ec}(Ffinite) \) is chosen of order num. Note that, however users can choose their base points, it is discussed that some main authority should set them. All users have two keys where one is private and the other is public. With more features, the Blockchain has created ability to be applicable in other divisions as well and not only cryptocurrency.

Figure 6 How digital signature algorithm work

Figure 7 DSS [48]

Figure 8 DSS Approach [28]
V. ELLIPTICAL CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM APPLICATIONS

DS schemes are used in providing the following services of basic cryptographic:
1. data integrity (to assure that no one show the data or used it with unauthorized ways).
2. authentication of data origin (to assure that the original data is similar to the shown).
3. non-repudiation (is that where an entity not able to deny previous actions, commitments, and commands).
4. DS schemes are commonly used as basic protocols of cryptography that produce some services containing authentication of entity [37].
5. ECDSA is used in different security systems.
6. messaging security apps, and is the base of the security of Bitcoin.
7. ECDSA utilized differently as Security of Transport Layer for Sockets Layer Security, by website browsers and the web application connections encryption. That is clarified by the shape of the shutter in the website browser, is developed by ECDSA signed certificates.
8. An excellent property of ECDSA with respect to RSA, which is producing a higher security level and shorter lengths of key. What help to increase the ROI more as ECDSA computer power use is less than RSA.

VI. ELLIPTICAL CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM FEATURES

What make any cryptography algorithm difference about the other its effect what is due to its features like security power, performance quality, memory usage rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>security power</td>
<td>Very strong, as it contain three types of security because it depends on hash function, discrete logarithm problem and elliptic curve, therefore it is at least have security power higher than any one from the three cryptography sections that were mentioned, in addition to dependability on mathematical problem solving [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance quality</td>
<td>Due to its power of security it has a good performance from the point of view of difficulty and safety, but due to the difficulty of that mathematical problem solving that may make its performance some how worst. [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory usage rate</td>
<td>Due to the difficulty of its mathematical equation problem solving, it has a high memory usage rate and high processing power consumption. [47]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. ELLIPTICAL CURVE DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHM CHALLENGES

Most of the systems like cryptocurrency or blockchain technology nowadays uses the ECDSA on the Curve secp256k1, which will be defected by back doors wrongly done by the curve creator (secp256k1).

Digital signatures [38,39] were applied to detect unauthorized attacks on data and authenticate the signer's identity. The reception side of the message with signature can utilize a DS as a guide to pretend to a hidden side that the known signer produced the signature. Digital signatures use a mixture of hash 256 and cryptography of public-key. where, the message “m” hashed. Creating the signature by encrypting “m” using the private key of signer. Everyone may use the public key of the signer and the hash created before to verify the received signature. Until now, most of systems depend on cryptocurrency [40,41] or systems built by blockchain technology [42,43] have used ECDSA [44,45], which is depending on secp256k1. It was as not common before Bitcoin popularity, unlike now it’s used a lot due to several beneficial properties. The most-common curves own a irregular structure, however it was developed in a unique, regular way that permits for excellent computation. Therefore, it is about faster by 30% more than the other ones if the performance is enough improved. However, it cannot stop the Curve's developer from creating any back doors to the created Curve.

VIII. THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN ECDSA

Algorithm for Blockchain it’s a paper published in 2018 trying to avoid the back doors in ECDSA like that a MECDSA (multiple ECDSA), that is better in security and evading any defects. In the MECDSA design, the user can select how many of ECs due to requirements of practical security and modify the Curve by editing its parameters. The MECDSA renders four purposes. At first, the signature specifies who is the private key holder by involvement the funds holder, who has authorized the finances spending. Second, the proof of authorization couldn't be denied. Third, the signature assure that if the transaction has been signed, therefore it cannot be edited by anyone. Fourth, the signature design can evade any back doors in the ECDSA curve.

IX. COMPARISON BETWEEN ECDSA & MECDSA

In this section the paper will compare between the ECDSA and the last modification was developed for it, the MECDSA.

A. ECDSA Generation And Verification

An elliptical curve over a finite prime field is defined by \( y^2 = x^3 + AX + B \) \( (6) \).
Table II: ECDSA Generation and Verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generate</th>
<th>Verify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k \in [1, n-1], d \in [1, n] )</td>
<td>((r, s) \in [1, n-1] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where ( d ) is the private key and ( Q = dP ) (The public key).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( kP = (x, y) ).</td>
<td>( e = H(m) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e = H(m) ).</td>
<td>( w = s^{-1} \pmod{n} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r = x \pmod{n} ).</td>
<td>If ( r = 0 ) reselect ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s = k^{-1}(e + dr) \pmod{n} ).</td>
<td>If ( s = 0 ) reselect ( k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then the signature on the message \( m \) is the pair \((r, s)\).

ECDSA Generation:

B. MECDSA Generation And Verification

It depends on more than one elliptic curve so for \( i \)th elliptical curves, the paper will show the generation and verification of MECDSA.

Table III: MECDSA Generation and Verification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generate</th>
<th>Verify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_i \in [1, n_i -1], d \in [1, n_i] ), ( Q = dP ) (The public key).</td>
<td>((r_i, s_i) \in [1, n_i -1] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_i P_i = (x_i, y_i) ).</td>
<td>( e = H(m) ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e = H(m) ).</td>
<td>( w_i = s_i^{-1} \pmod{n_i} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_i = x_i \pmod{n_i} ).</td>
<td>If ( r_i = 0 ) reselect ( k_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R = r_1 + r_2 + ... )</td>
<td>If ( s_i = 0 ) reselect ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_i = k_i^{-1}(e + d_i R) \pmod{n_i} ).</td>
<td>If ( s = 0 ) reselect ( k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then the signature on the message \( m \) is the pair \((r_i, s_i)\).

MECDSA Generation:
Figure 12 MECDSA Generation flowchart

MECDSA Verification:

Figure 13 MECDSA Verification flowchart

X. CONCLUSION

The ECDSA is one from the most effective algorithms in cryptography that has a high applicability in the nowadays applications, it has a good features and bad ones, many researches are trying to modify it to avoid its bad features and also for improving its good one, that paper showed its features and cleared the last modification for it and how the wok for improving good features and avoiding bad features is flowing.
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